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Established 1916 Manufacturers
                  Am-Pe-Co Rotary Blower        

Am-Pe-Co AirWasher-Blower

American Machine Products Co.
        Marshalltown, Iowa 

October 20, 1935.

Mrs. Fred Gee,
Philomath, Oregon-

Good Morning, Mrs. Gee:

I have obtained your name from Miss Nita Francis, daughter
of Alex Francis, a brother of Will Francis from which branch of
the family you are a part.

To explain my connection to the family: James Francis, the
father of Will, was my grand-uncle (i.e. Will was the brother of
my grandfather, Samuel).

Some years ago I started a search for the ancestors of the
family, and its origin, and paid not so much attention to the
descendents of the various branches, thinking to do this later. 
As yet I have not been so successful as I had hoped in tracing
back into the early history.

 However, I have gotten back in the 1700's and located the
family at Lissacurran, County of Armagh, Ireland, where James
Francis lived; his three sons came to America about 1822, the
eldest also James settled in Canada and is the progenitor of our
lines.  His son James is the father of Will Francis.

Now what I would like to secure from you or with your help
is the geneological data regarding Will Francis’s family.

Perhaps you know that Alex Francis, living at Beloit,
Kansas, is slowing dying of cancer of the ear and head, and is
not able to supply all the facts regarding his brother’s family.

From what information I have, Will was married twice: the
first time to a Rosie -----, and the name of the second wife Alex
cannot recall.  As a guide of what information I would like to
have I have prepared a chart, according to information I now have
from Nita.
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If the names are not correct, please correct them.  I note
the names Rosie and Rosy-- can these be nicknames?

The addresses of parties mentioned can be placed on a
separate sheet of paper, if you please.

Do you have any old letters that may supply some information
about the early family or be of interest in compiling the Francis
Genealogy?

If you have some of these old letters in their envelopes, of
even before the days of envelopes, please send them to me if you
have no use for them.  I am not only interested in the contents
of the letters, but also in collecting the early stamps of this
country and Canada.

I hope that you will be able to assist me, at your earliest
convenience.

Cordially

E.A.Francis
E. A. Francis

Ed.Note: This is transcribed from the original of the letter to Mrs. Fred (Lillian) Gee,  also
Lillian replied to this letter very shortly. See her letter of October 1935. 
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